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Your ultimate guide to Chicago
Discover Chicago's best things to do, events, restaurants, theater and nightlife
[image: The best things to do in Chicago this week]
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The best things to do in Chicago this week

Check out EXPO Chicago, the Chicago Latino Film Festival and other top events this week.
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The best things to do in Chicago this week

Check out EXPO Chicago, the Chicago Latino Film Festival and other top events this week.



[image: The best restaurants in Wicker Park and Bucktown]The best restaurants in Wicker Park and Bucktown

[image: The best farmers markets in Chicago to explore]The best farmers markets in Chicago to explore

[image: The 20 best barbecue restaurants in Chicago]The 20 best barbecue restaurants in Chicago
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Things to do in Chicago
Today
This week
This weekend
This month


The latest Chicago news
[image: What time is the partial solar eclipse in Chicago today? Path and peak times explained]What time is the partial solar eclipse in Chicago today? Path and peak times explained
Today is the day!


[image: Your guide to the solar eclipse in Chicago]Your guide to the solar eclipse in Chicago
Find out when and where to watch, and how to get free eclipse glasses.


[image: Here’s where to get free solar eclipse glasses in Chicago ahead of April 8]Here’s where to get free solar eclipse glasses in Chicago ahead of April 8
Pick up complimentary solar viewers and watch the eclipse from these local spots.


[image: The best April events happening at Time Out Market Chicago]The best April events happening at Time Out Market Chicago
Show off your moves at a Latin dance party, learn to make soaps and candles, and watch the NFL Draft this month.


[image: These are the Chicago finalists for the 2024 James Beard Awards]These are the Chicago finalists for the 2024 James Beard Awards
Lula Cafe and three local chefs are all up for awards.


[image: You’ll be able to swim in the Chicago River this September]You’ll be able to swim in the Chicago River this September
It will be the first time in almost 100 years that folks will get to actually jump into the Chicago River.


[image: Several Chicago restaurants and bars have been named the best in the U.S.]Several Chicago restaurants and bars have been named the best in the U.S.
Kasama, Kumiko and more are winners in Food & Wine's 2024 Global Tastemaker Awards.


[image: Why are giant ketchup dispensers all over Chicago?]Why are giant ketchup dispensers all over Chicago?
Heinz declares war on the city's anti-ketchup crowd.
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Latest restaurant reviews
[image: Maxwells Trading]Maxwells Trading
A joyful and witty experience from a group of pedigreed vets.

Book online

[image: John's Food and Wine]John's Food and Wine

A delicious neighborhood bistro misses the human connection.


[image: Anelya]Anelya

Johnny Clark returns to his Ukrainian roots.

Book online

[image: Lilac Tiger]Lilac Tiger
Ever-evolving Wazwan settles into a more confident identity.




Latest film reviews
[image: The First Omen]The First Omen
4 out of 5 stars

Eschewing gimmicky callbacks, this horror prequel is thoughtful and engaging – but still unsettling


[image: Io Capitano]Io Capitano
4 out of 5 stars

Magic and misery are the compass points on Matteo Garrone’s widescreen migrant odyssey


[image: Monkey Man]Monkey Man
4 out of 5 stars

Dev Patel conceives, directs, produces, punches, stabs and brawls his way through this brash and frequently brilliant action flick



[image: Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire]Godzilla x Kong: The New Empire
3 out of 5 stars

It’s not clever, but it is big
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Love Local
[image: Andersonville, Chicago: the ultimate guide to the neighborhood]Andersonville, Chicago: the ultimate guide to the neighborhood

[image: Chicago artist Jenny Vyas shares her favorite spots in the West Loop]Chicago artist Jenny Vyas shares her favorite spots in the West Loop

[image: Faheem Majeed shares his favorite spots in South Shore and beyond]Faheem Majeed shares his favorite spots in South Shore and beyond

[image: Andersonville’s composting program could be a model for Chicago]Andersonville’s composting program could be a model for Chicago
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Best of the city
[image: The best restaurants in Chicago]The best restaurants in Chicago
Plan your next meal with our guide to the city's best restaurants, updated monthly.


[image: The best things to do in Chicago right now]The best things to do in Chicago right now
Fill your day in the city with amazing activities, sights and offbeat destinations.


[image: The best Chicago museums to explore]The best Chicago museums to explore
From acclaimed art museums to collections of artifacts, these local institutions don't disappoint.


[image: The best Chicago music venues]The best Chicago music venues
If you're in the mood for a concert, you'll likely find someone great taking the stage at these spots.




Escape the city
[image: The best places for hiking near Chicago]
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The best places for hiking near Chicago

Hit the trails and get some fresh air on these scenic hikes.
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The best places to go camping near Chicago

Amenities include stargazing and endless s'mores.
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Easy Metra excursions from Chicago
Easy Metra excursions from Chicago
Hop on a train and explore the suburbs with these easy and fun (we promise!) day trips.
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The 8 most unique day trips from Chicago
The 8 most unique day trips from Chicago
Go somewhere off the beaten path with our guide to unique attractions near Chicago.
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The 18 best day trips from Chicago
The 18 best day trips from Chicago
Get outta town—if only for the day.
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The 9 most scenic drives in Chicago
The 9 most scenic drives in Chicago
Cruise down LSD and explore Lower Wacker.
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Latest from around the world
[image: When and where is the next solar eclipse in Europe? Eclipse frequency explained]
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When and where is the next solar eclipse in Europe? Eclipse frequency explained

Here’s all the info on when we’ll witness the spectacle on this side of the Atlantic


[image: Solar eclipse 2024 Europe: when and where to watch the spectacle tonight]
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Solar eclipse 2024 Europe: when and where to watch the spectacle tonight

Ahead of the total eclipse in North America, here's what you need to know about getting a partial slice of the action in Europe
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Eurovision 2024: everything you need to know including tickets and dates
Eurovision 2024: everything you need to know including tickets and dates
The flamboyant song contest is back for another year – here’s what to expect
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This surprising beach has been crowned the best in Europe
This surprising beach has been crowned the best in Europe
That’s one surreal landscape
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France is the latest European country to launch a mega-cheap rail pass
France is the latest European country to launch a mega-cheap rail pass
The €49 pass covers unlimited journeys on regional and intercity trains, but there's a catch
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Europe’s highest pedestrian bridge just opened – here’s where to find it
Europe’s highest pedestrian bridge just opened – here’s where to find it
It’s 175 metres above the ground, and features a nail-biting ‘discontinuous tread’




Time In
[image: Susan Sarandon and Olivia Colman join Hollywood stars in donating their time to the ‘Cinema For Gaza’ auction]Susan Sarandon and Olivia Colman join Hollywood stars in donating their time to the ‘Cinema For Gaza’ auction
Bid for a beer with a Marvel superhero or a pressie from a ‘Heartstopper’ star


[image: Eurovision 2024: everything you need to know including tickets and dates]Eurovision 2024: everything you need to know including tickets and dates
The flamboyant song contest is back for another year – here’s what to expect


[image: The best movies of 2024 (so far)]The best movies of 2024 (so far)
From ‘The Zone of Interest’ to ‘Monkey Man’, the very best reasons to head to the cinema


[image: The best horror movies and shows of 2024 (so far) for a truly scary watch]The best horror movies and shows of 2024 (so far) for a truly scary watch
The big-screen chillers that have scared us senseless this year





Discover Time Out original video
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